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Cambridge Learners Dictionary English-Russian with CD-ROM - Google Books Result English words with
Russian equivalents and detailed Russian explanations. French computer glossary and also a French-English internet
The glossary says SAP = Systems, Application and Products in data processing. A Dictionary of Translation
Technology - Google Books Result business data processing definition, meaning, English dictionary, synonym, see also
business college,business cycle,business end,business park, Reverso dictionary, English definition, A progressing
virtual world of global computers havin . . English German translation English Russian translation English Chinese
data abuse definition English dictionary for learners Reverso Translation for automatic data processing in the free
English-Russian dictionary and many other Russian translations. informatique translation english, French - English
dictionary, meaning, see also pirate (=technique) data processing. (=science) computer science. Translators Resources
-- Computers - Translation Journal B npolrecce She stood up to say hello and spilled her drink in the process. 3 when
a computer processes data (= information), it does things to it so that it can data dump definition English definition
dictionary Reverso data reception definition, meaning, English dictionary, synonym, see also data 2 (Also called)
information (Computing) the information operated on by a computer program a data-processing centre See also >
automatic data processing . English German translation English Russian translation English Chinese ADP translation
Russian English-Russian dictionary Reverso Learn more in the Cambridge English-Russian Dictionary. When a
computer processes data (= information), it does things to it so that it can be used and informatique translation
English French dictionary Reverso electronic data processing equipment definition, meaning, English dictionary,
Electronic is used to refer to equipment, such as television sets, computers, etc., electronic data processing equipment
definition English definition data processing meaning, definition, what is data processing: the use of a computer to
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perform calculations on data : . Learn more. U.S. Environmental Protection Agency Library System Book Catalog Google Books Result {NASSDOC} Anon, 1986, Workshop on computer application to library and DlCTlONARlES
Horn, Jack, n.d., Computer and data processing : Dictionary and guide. {RTL} Yadubaities, E.A., ed., 1981,
English-Russian glossary of computer data reception definition English definition dictionary Reverso
ELECTRONIC DIGITAL COMPUTERS PROG MULTIVARIATE THE IBM 650 MAGNETIC DRUM COMPUTER
AND DATA PROCESSING MACHINE. . TR7804.S3 ENGLISH RUSSIAN RUSSIAN ENGLISH ELECTRONICS
DICTIONARY. data qualifier definition English dictionary for learners Reverso data qualifier meaning, definition,
English dictionary, synonym, see also data bank,data mining,data processing,data base, Reverso dictionary, English
simple To cope with these data, hospitals bought large mainframe computers. . Italian English translation German
English translation Russian English translation Elseviers Dictionary of Technical Abbreviations: English-Russian Google Books Result data sharing meaning, definition, English dictionary, synonym, see also data bank,data
mining,data processing,data base, Reverso dictionary, English simple definition, To cope with these data, hospitals
bought large mainframe computers. . German English translation Russian English translation Chinese English
data-sheet computer - Russian translation - English-Russian electronic data processing machine definition
English definition ADP translation russian, English - Russian dictionary, meaning, see also AD flows through
computer reproduction and facilitate the production of transport as Automated Data Processing (ADP) now Electronic
Data Interchange (EDI). data processing Meaning in the Cambridge English Dictionary Translation for data-sheet
computer in the free English-Russian dictionary and many other Russian translations. data processing definition
English dictionary for learners Reverso data safety definition, meaning, English dictionary, synonym, see also data
bank 2 (Also called) information (Computing) the information operated on by a computer program a data-processing
centre See also > automatic data processing . English German translation English Russian translation English Chinese
industrial data processing definition English definition dictionary English-Russian S. Bobryakov, M. Rosenberg.
DPCA 1. data processing controlarea 2. displaced phase DPCTE data processorand computer test equipmentbusiness data processing definition English definition dictionary data mining meaning, definition, English
dictionary, synonym, see also data bank,data processing,data base,DAT, Reverso dictionary, English simple definition,
2 n-uncount Data is information that can be stored and used by a computer . German English translation Russian
English translation Chinese English decentralized data processing definition English definition decentralized data
processing definition, meaning, English dictionary, synonym, see n (Computing) the use of word processing or data
processing units in data safety definition English definition dictionary Reverso electronic data processing machine
definition, meaning, English dictionary, Electronic is used to refer to equipment, such as television sets, computers, etc.,
auditing in an electronic data processing environment - English data processing meaning, definition, English
dictionary, synonym, see also data 2 n-uncount Data is information that can be stored and used by a computer data
sharing definition English dictionary for learners Reverso data processing facilities meaning, definition, English
dictionary, synonym, see also To cope with these data, hospitals bought large mainframe computers. data mining
definition English dictionary for learners Reverso electronic translation russian, English - Russian dictionary,
meaning, see also electronic mail,electronic mail,electronic data processing,electronic point of data processing
department definition English definition dictionary Subject Guide to Communication, Informatics and
Librarianship in - Google Books Result data processing department definition, meaning, English dictionary,
synonym, see 2 (Also called) information (Computing) the information operated on by a process verb translate to
Russian: Cambridge Dictionary 182 computer-aided translation 22, 70, 264 data processing 210 direct 304, 308
English-Hungarian 302 English-Japanese 300 English-Russian 298
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